
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: FAIRVIEW POLYTRACK@2021.11.23 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R65.000, 12:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: PRINCESS OF WINTER returned to form with a decent run last time and could well go 
one better this time. ALLOWAY GROVE has been a disappointment of late but if showing her best side 
could earn some more money. GRAYSWOOD PINK tired late last time. She may well just be better over 
this shorter distance and should run well after a change of trainer. LADONNA MIA is fairly consistent and 
has a winning chance in this line-up. TASTE MAKER showed improvement last time and must be 
considered. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Taste Maker, #6 Countess Cartier, #5 Grayswood Pink, #1 Princess Of Winter 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R65.000, 13:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: STAY THE COURSE ran some nice races without winning for trainer Sean Tarry in 
Gauteng. He does look the one to beat now under the care of Gavin Smith. LORD MARMITE is clearly 
unreliable but could earn some more money if in the mood. ARIZONA SKY is coming off a good run on 
the turf. If he transfers that form to the Polytrack this time he should be right there at the finish. ON THE 
WARPATH is battling to win but should be in the shake-up for some money. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Stay The Course, #3 Arizona Sky, #8 Tomato Timer, #2 Lord Marmite 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1900m, Poly, R65.000, 13:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: VISION ON ICE has been a disappointment in that she has yet to win. She is, however, 
getting closer each time and she ought to beat these rivals. It is nice to see S'manga Khumalo in the irons 
for this run. FORT SNOW did not show much on local debut which was on this surface but could make 
vast improvement. CRAFTY HEART is improving and could be a danger. WICHITA has some fair recent 
form and could earn some more money. QUEEN LOUISE is battling to win a race but has run some fair 
races and has a place chance. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Vision On Ice, #3 Crafty Heart, #2 Fort Snow, #9 Get It Done 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 2000m, Poly, R65.000, 14:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: A competitive-looking handicap. LAST OF LEGEND ran on well on local debut. That 
was in a stronger field than this but he will be trying the Polytrack and does give weight to his rivals. 
RESPECTABLE MISS has improved under the care of Alan Greeff and deserves respect again. SUPER 
NOIR was full of running when scoring earlier this month but does drop in distance. BOLD STRIKE is 
battling to win but could place. CHARLIE MCCREEVY is in good form and is distance suited. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Last Of The Legend, #6 Super Noir, #10 Lotus King, #11 Charlie Mccreevy 
 



Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 1600m, Poly, R65.000, 14:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Trainer Alan Greeff has a good hand in this race. NIPPY SWEETIE loves the Polytrack 
and is distance suited. AMERICAN LANDING has been a disappointment on this surface but is not out of 
it. GOLD ROCK is up in class but does like this surface and must be respected. PHIL'S POWER has 
been very good over this course and distance and should be right there at the finish yet again. PACIFIC 
DUKE is consistent and has a winning chance. NAMAQUALAND makes a local debut and deserves 
respect. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Pacific Duke, #9 Gold Rock, #10 Namaqualand, #4 Phil's Power 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 1000m, Poly, R65.000, 15:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: CATCH THE CAT has put in two modest displays of late but does have a minor place 
chance. SILENT OBSERVER is arguably better on the turf but does have a winning chance in this line-up. 
QUE CORSAS deserves another win and does run well under jockey Greg Cheyne. VOLTRON did not 
show much on this surface on local debut but could improve now fitted with blinkers. SATARA has only 
been modest of late but could be ready to improve. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Que Cosas, #2 Silent Observer, #6 After The Storm, #8 Law And Order 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R65.000, 16:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: WILLIAMS LAND has improved in the care of Gavin Smith and deserves the utmost 
respect if repeating his recent turf runs. There is a suspicion that he is better on the turf though. INHERIT 
THE RAIN is on the up and his last victory on the turf suggests there are more wins to come. CROWN 
GUARDIAN returns from a break and has changed trainers again but must be considered. EVIES FIRST 
has put in mostly good runs all year and is not out of it either. 
 
Selections: 
#5 Inherit The Rain, #3 Williams Land, #4 Crown Guardian, #9 Evies First 
 
Fairview Polytrack, 23.11.2021, Race 8, Gallops, 1200m, Poly, R65.000, 16:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: EMPERORS DECREE and EUPHORIC both make their local debuts and deserve some 
respect. TALIA AL GHUL is back in form and must be considered, at least for the places. THE BLACK 
MINX could still be ahead of the handicapper and is hat-trick seeking. LIFE ON MARS is holding form and 
should be in the final shake-up. DALEEL is coming off a solid win and the runner-up has won twice since, 
indicating DALEEL could be ahead of the handicapper. THE GHAN and THE SANDS are both in good 
heart and must be respected. 
 
Selections: 
#8 Daleel, #7 The Ghan, #6 Life On Mars, #12 The Sands 
 
Best Win: #1 VISION ON ICE                        
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #8 DALEEL                               


